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Abstracts: Tissue micro-environments of critical interest like tumors, stem-cell niches, brain tissue surrounding implanted neuroprosthetic devices and glands have components that have intricate structure and harbor complex processes. Understanding the events and perturbations that occur in these micro-environments entails selective molecular imaging of the tissues, accurately delineating all the structures of interest, and classifying cell types with utmost reliability. In this talk, I will describe some of the problems associated with cell classification in large-scale histocytometric studies and describe a novel batch-mode active learning framework that solves these problems elegantly. The algorithm leverages the advances made in the fields of optimal experimental design and submodular functions, and is packaged in FARSIGHT - a usable & open-source software system - that makes it attractive for use in the clinic. I will present results that show the efficacy of the framework and its applicability to a wide variety of problems in histology.
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